of recent scholars have pointed out, these questions provoked no less anxiety on the northern home front. An ethnically and politically diverse lot, northerners "failed to reach consensus on what loyalty meant or how citizens in times of war might demonstrate it" (1). How did one express dissent or opposition to the war above the Mason-Dixon? What did loyalty and patriotism demand from a people at war? Editor Robert M. Sandow has assembled ten essays that demonstrate the complexities and rich interpretive possibilities of these questions. Contested Loyalty confirms that debates over appropriate wartime behavior reached well beyond the realm of politics, annexing "homes, city streets, places of work and worship, and onto college campuses" (1). No less significantly, this anthology reaches beyond the Midwest (owing to its reputation for shrill Copperheadism, it is the region most frequently associated with questions of loyalty) to consider how these contests played out in New England and the Mid-Atlantic. Refreshingly, only one essay takes the Midwest as its principal focus. Melinda Lawson's lead essay sets the tone for the volume, considering how Wendell Phillips, George Julian, and Abraham Lincoln conceived of their "duty" to the nation. "The Union meant many things to many people," Lawson writes, "but for those who were truly invested in the Declaration's proposition of liberty and equality, the challenge was substantial: how best to serve a nation founded on ideals of liberty and equality, yet held together by an acceptance of slavery?" Phillips, Julian, and Lincoln "responded differently to that challenge," she concludes, but "each weighed principle against consequence" (22).
Not every northerner subscribed to this trio's view of the founding documents. In his essay on Copperheadism in Connecticut, Matthew Warshauer reveals that "Peace Democrats clung to the belief that it was they who were the true adherents of Constitution and Union." Their "duty" was to resist the Republicans' costly war-a reckless crusade for emancipation ( Edited volumes are notoriously uneven, but this collection succeeds in pulling together ten compelling and well-researched essays of uniformly high quality. Each essay contributes to a richer understanding of the northern home front, illuminating important contests behind the linesdebates that would redound in the so-called "peace" that followed. 
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